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AEC Says U,C; Scientists

ldentify Only l7 Atoms

A new chemical element-No.
101-whieh may have existéd
briefly when the earth was born,
has been re-created by Univer-
sit¡r of California cyclotron
scientists.

The Atomic Energy Commis-
sion disclosed yesterday that the
Berkeley group has identified
only seventeen atoms of the in-
tensely radioactive substance,
an invisible, unvreighable and al-
most unimaginably tíny amount'
of matter.

The element has been named,
mencleleviu¡& after Dmitr{ Men-
delee¿ the nineteénth century
Russian chemist who was the
first man to use the periodic
table system as a means of pre-
dic{tng the properties of undis-
covered elements.

NO PBAqTICAL IJSE.i
Despite the fact that it is

probably the most radioactive
material known to sci€nce, men-
delevium will have no practical
use ln atomic energy, either for
bombs or power.
' The discovery was creditecl to
iLtbert Ghiorso, Bernard G. Har-
vey and S. G. Thompson, re-
search chemists, and Glenn T.
Seaborg, Nobel Laureate.

T'his same group, in conjunc-
tion with Nobel Laureate Phy-
sicist &ln¡in MacMillan, alreadyl
has been responsible for the dis-l
covery of a'numbr of otherl
transuranium (heavier thanl
uranium, No. 92 in the periodicl
table), elements such as berke-l
liumrNo. 97, named for lhe cr$,l
and californiu.nr" No. 98, iramedi
for tlre State.

Mendelevium was cre4ted. by
bombarding element No] 99, an
othef synthetic form of matter,
srítlr i[1,00o,000 electron volt al-
Þtrå particles-the nuclei of he-
lium atoms-fired by the sixty
lnch Crocker cyclotron, espe-
cially "souped-up" for the ex-
periment.
.The intense radioactivity of

the new element is indicatei by
the fact that its half-life is some-
where in the range between a
half hour and several hours-,
that is, half of a given quantltyl
wÍtldecaY.tn the for¡n of ratllof
active emanations in that perioil.I

I}OESJ{'T U(IST.
The element does not exist i'n

nature äird 'certainly has never
6is*{5eena by man before.

Thosè'':seventeen atoms of
mend-elevir¡¡rr which. appeare<l
to the scientists in til form of
tremendous bursts of fissioning
energ¡r probably constituted the
ra¡est r¡nits of matter known
for nearly five billion years.

It is believed by most scien-
tists that mendelevium and
other heavier than uranium ele
ments existed at the
of the earth.

However, such highly radio
aetive elements as mendelevium
probably a¡most
deca]æd tnto tighter elements.

Soon after the newly created
geventeen-atoms were formed
they,'too, decayed awaY to
lighter elements, and the "¡rev/'
ele¡fleds a¡e for the present ex-


